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One major problem with the multigrid method has been that each new grid configuration 
has required a major programming effort to develop a code that specifically handles that grid 
configuration. Such a penalty is not required for methods like SOR, ICCG, etc.; in these 
methods, one need only specify the matrix problem, no matter what the grid configuration. In 
this paper, we investigate such a situation for the multigrid method. The end result is a code, 
BOXMG, in which one need only specify the (logically rectangular, positive definite) matrix 
problem; BOXMG does everything else necessary to set up the auxilliary coarser problems to 
achieve a multigrid solution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the multigrid method, one attempts to solve a discrete approximation 

to a continuous equation 

LMU” = FM (1) 

LU=F. (2) 

To do this one constructs a sequence of grids G’,..., GM with corresponding mesh 
sizes h, > ..a > h,. In its simplest mode of operation, one does a fixed number, IM, 
of relaxation sweeps (Gauss-Seidel, for example) on Eq. (1) and then drops down to 
grid GM-’ and the equation 

L”-IvM-I =f”-I _[h-l(~M q,MV”), (3) 

where V”-’ . IS to be the coarse grid approximation to VW = UM - u”, where oM = U” 
is the last iterate on grid GM, and where It-’ is an interpolation operator from G” to 
GM-i. To solve Eq. (3) approximately, one resorts to recursion, taking ID relaxation 
sweeps on grid Gk before dropping down to grid Gk-‘, M - 1 > k > 2 and the 
equation 

Lk-‘vk-1 =fk-’ -I;-‘(j-k -Lkvk) (4) 
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When grid G’ is reached, the equation L i V’ = f ’ can be solved directly and 
t’* +- u* + Z: zi ‘ performed. Then one does IU relaxation sweeps on grid Gk- ’ before 
forming vk 6 vk -I- Zi- i vkP1, 3 < k < M. (This description assumes M > 3, the cases 
M = 1 or 2 being trivial.) 

One advantage of the multigrid method is that one obtains a fixed reduction of the 
error, significantly less than one, in the residual FM - L”uM per work performed per 
unknown on grid GM. This is in sharp contrast to most iterative methods, for 
example, SOR, where the reduction increases as a function of the number of 
unknowns on grid GM. Another advantage is that in many cases, multigrid achieves 
truncation error in work that is a small multiple of the number of unknowns. For 
further details, see [ 1, 21. 

In most implementations of the multigrid method, the operators Zt- i have been grid 
dependent. In the simplest case, Gk and Gk- ’ are rectangular grids, the grid points of 
Gk-’ are a subset of the grid points of Gk, the grid spacing hk-, of Gk-’ is twice the 
grid spacing h, of Gk, and the interpolation Ii-, is bilinear. (See [ 11.) If there are 
always to be Gk grid points on the boundary, then there is a constraint on the number 
of x [ y] grid points NXM [NYM] on G” that NXM = (NXO - 1) 2”-’ + 1 
[NYM = (NY0 - 1) 2”-’ + 11, where NXO [NYO] is the number of x [u] grid 
points on Gi. Otherwise, interpolation near the boundary is a special case. The 
coding of interpolation is further complicated by whether the points on the boundary 
represent knowns (as in Dirichlet boundary conditions) or unknowns (as in Neumann 
boundary conditions). 

Figure 1 shows two grids for a cell-centered approximation to an elliptic equation. 
(The x’s represent Gk and the 0’s Gk-I.) Now the above constraint on unknowns 
does not help since the nearest Gk point to the boundary is h,/2 from the boundary 
and the nearest Gk- ’ point to the boundary is h,- ,/4 from the boundary, where It,-, 
and h, are G’ and G* mesh spacings, respectively. The incorporation of a Neumann 
boundary condition, for example, on grid Gk leads to frequencies which are not 
damped out by bilinear interpolation, and convergence is degraded. Again something 
special (either in the interpolation routine or the relaxation routine) must be done at 
the boundary. This is easy in principle-especially if Brandt is nearby to advise-but 
is a pain in practice. There are two possible solutions in this case. One is to let 

FIG. 1. Two grids for a cell-centered approximation to an elliptic equation (X), G”; (@), Gk I. 
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h k-1 = 3h,, which again leads to the coding of a special interpolation. The other is to 
use Gk-’ unknowns that are not a subset of Gk unknowns, as in Fig. 2. This latter 
solution was the one employed in [3]. Bilinear interpolation in this case involves 
special coding (for example, a = &(9A + 3C + 3B + D) in Fig. 2), and there is again 
a constraint on the number of GM unknowns to avoid special cases. 

In addition to the grid structure, the actual difference equations cause 
programming difficulties. Consider, for example, 

-v * (W,Y) VW, Y)) + 44 Y) w, Y> =f(x, Y), (4 Y> E Q, 
+, Y) . D(x, v> vqx, Y) + Y(X, Y) U(x, v> = 0, (x, y) E al2, (5a) 

where B = (0, A) x (0, B) with boundary aR, v is the outward normal to aR, D is 
positive, u and y are nonnegative, and D, u, and f are allowed to be discontinuous 
across internal boundaries r of 0; hence it is also assumed that 

U and ,u . (DVU) are continuous at (x, y) for almost every (x, v) E r 
(where ,u(x, y) is a fixed normal vector at (x, y)). (5.b) 

If the finite difference approximation of Eq. (5a) is a vertex centered one as in 121, 
then the classic multigrid method of [l] (I:-, = bilinear interpolation, I:-’ = a fixed 
nine point weighting operator, and the coefficients of Lk-’ a fixed weighting of the 
coefficients of Lk) performs well as long as the discontinuities in D are not too severe 
and as long as r does not consist of too many line segments; otherwise, it performs 
badly; indeed, it can even fail to converge in the fixed mode described above. 

Alcouffe et al. [2] dealt with the situation in which D, u, and f jump by orders of 
magnitude across ZY They considered many possible choices of It- i, Ii-‘, and Lkp ‘. 
Only one of these choices was found to be robust. This choice was Ii-, = Ji_, 
(where Jfi _ i is defined below), 

I;-’ = (z:-,)* (6) 
and 

Lk-’ = (I;-,)* Lye,. (7) 

The choices, Eqs. (6) and (7), are automatic in the finite element formulation of 

FIG. 2. Unknowns Gkm’ that are not a subset of unknowns Gk. 
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multigrid (41. Nicolaides [4] and Hackbush [5] both observed that 
Lk-1 =Ik-1LkIk 

k k-1 , with Zi- ’ not necessarily equal to (I[- J*, is a good choice in 
that the residual of the corrected solution vanishes when transferred to the coarse 
grid. This can be shown to be a good feature if Lk is symmetric. In the finite element 
formulation of multigrid, I:-, is also automatic. Indeed multigrid finite element with 
piecewise bilinear elements was one of the methods considered in [2] and found not 
to be robust. 

The crucial choice, then, given Eqs. (6) and (7) is the choice of I$-, . As discussed 
in 121, the first clue to the choice of 1f-l was that, because of Eq. (5b), It_, should 
approximately preserve the flux ,U . (DVU) across IY In certain problems, however, 
when there were large jumps in both D and u, it was discovered that on coarser grids 
where h2 is large, the interfaces in oh* were as important as the interfaces in D. The 
obvious solution is to use the difference operator for the interpolation operator I:. , . 
In one space dimension with three point difference operators, it is obvious how to do 
this. In two space dimensions, for the live point discrete Laplacian, it can also be 
done easily by the use of skewed five point discrete Laplacians; see [6 ]. This 
approach is doomed for Eq. (5) for two reasons. First, accurate skewed approx- 
imations are difficult if not impossible when interfaces are present. Second, even if 
L” is a live point operator, the use of Eq. (7) generates nine point Lk’s, k -c M, 
making the above approach impossible. The solution arrived at in [ 21 is as follows: 
Suppose that at (ZF,JF), Lk has the pointwise template 

i 

-%F+ 1 -W:w+, -RfF+,,JF+ 1 

QkJF SfF.JF -Q:F+ ,.Jfi 

1 

(8) 

-R:F,,, -W:w, -Tk+ ,,JF 

Form @,+I,,, = TIkF+,,~~+l + Q&+1,, + R:F+lJF; %+,,JF = -w,,+l,JF + 

s:Ftl,JF - Wh+I.JF+l; and G+z,JF= k 
i 

T~Ft2.~~+ QIF+z.JF+ IF+Z.JF+~* Rk Then, for 
horizontal lines embedded in the coarse grid, the interpolation .$, is given by 

VL-lUk-l)IF+l,~~= (Q~F+~,JF~L.T,.~c + ~~F+2,JFU:~~l,JC)lSl~+,,JF. (9) 

(We have just summed Eq. (8) verically to average out its y-dependence.) A similar 
formula can be used for vertical lines embedded in the coarse grid squares. Then, at 
fine grid points centered in coarse grid squares, u&+ l,JF+ i may be obtained from the 
difference formula; i.e., 

u:t.+l,JF+l = <Q~F+,,JF+,v~F,JF+~ + Qk k 
IF+2.JF+lvIFt2,JFtl 

+ W:jtl.JF+lV:Ftl,JF + Wk. 
k 

IF++,JFt2vIFi-l.JFt2 

+R:Ftl.JFt~U~~.J~+R:~t~,J~t~U:;.t~.JFt~ 

+ T:F+1,JF+2v:F,JF+2 + T~F+2.JF+lv:F+2.JF)/S:Ft,.JFtl~ (10) 
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The vertical analogue of (8)-(10) completes the definition of Ji- I alluded to 
immediately preceding Eq. (6). 

The near ultimate insult is a cell-centered difference approximation to Eq. (5) using 
h kP I = 3h, or the grid structure of Fig. 2. The definition of It-, which approximately 
preserves flux across Z in this case is not obvious, and the computation of 
(I:- ,)* LkZtp I is a disaster. Desperation being the mother of invention, one soon 
decides there has to be a better way. 

II. BLACK Box MULTIGRID 

The better way has already been described; one only needs to interpret it 
differently. The crucial observation is that once one has a pointwise template like 
Eq. (8) for L”, then the definition of Zip, and (.Z$- ,)* LkJi-, is independent of 
where this template came from. (We refer to this method as black box multigrid not 
because-as some would have it-multigrid is black magic, but because the code 
which implements the method acts as a block box for the user; he need only specify 
the difference equations on the finest grid since the code BOXMG generates the 
auxilliary coarse problems.) 

The same artifice allows one to get rid of the restriction on the number of 
unknowns on the finest grid. For the situation depicted in Fig. 3, for example, one can 
imagine fictitious coarse grid points. The boundary conditions on the line grid are 
incoporated into the operator, as in 121, so that for points (IF, JF) on the right 
boundary, for example, RfI-+ l,JF+, = Q,“,, ,,JF = TA,., ,,JE = 0 in Eq. (8). The 
boundary of the coarse grid does not coincide with the boundary of the fine grid, but 
the boundary conditions will be picked up by the formation of (Jim ,)* L”Jt , . 

An example of an extreme case of this artifice is the situation in which one wants 
to solve a Dirichlet problem on a given irregular region, One proceeds by embedding 
the region in a rectangle, writing down difference equations at points interior to the 

FIG. 3. Use of fictitious coarse grid points; the boundary of the coarse grid extends beyond the fine 
grid boundary. 
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region. These difference equations incorporate the Dirichlet data on the boundary of 
the region in such a way that there is no coupling between the interior points and the 
other points. At the other points, one writes down an equation ai,jUi.j = Fi,,i, where 
ci,j # 0 and Fi,j are arbitrary. This artifice makes the problem logically rectangular. 
The solution to the difference equation is obtained at the interior points, and the 
solution Ui,j = Fi,j/ai,j is obtained at the other points. On a serial machine, this 
process for solving irregular region problems may be inefficient for some regions, 
since the number of other points can be quite large. On a vector machine, however, 
the situation is unclear, since the embedding technique is immediately vectorizable 
and since other techniques may vectorize with difficulty. 

One disadvantage to the black box method is storage. In the situation that the coef- 
ficients of the difference equations are easy to compute (for example, Laplace’s 
equation on a rectangle), there is a storage penalty of at least five [seven] locations per 
fine grid point for the black box method for a five [nine] point operator; this assumes 
that the right-hand side is stored and that l/S:;,,, is computed and stored. If one is 
not going to restrict the number of unknowns on the finest frid, however, then not 
storing the coefficients means additional programming and checking for special cases. 
(If the checking involves an IF test in the inner loop of a double DO loop, the degra- 
dation in run time can be dramatic on a machine like a CDC 7600.) Moreover, we 
are more interested in problems like Eq. (5) where the coefficients of the difference 
equations are not easy to compute and have to be stored anyway. 

If we assume that the finest grid coefficients are stored, then there is still a storage 
penalty for the black box method. First, even in the case that the operator on the 
finest grid is a nine point operator, nine point operators are generated on the coarser 
grids. If it is assumed that the given problem can be worked with live point operators 
on the coarser grids (an assumption which is not at all clear for Eq. (5)), then an 
extra two storage locations per coarse grid point are required, for a total of 
2( l/4 + l/16 + e--) = f locations per line grid point. Second, the interpolation coef- 
ficients have to be stored, requiring four locations for Eq. (9) and its vertical 
analogue. (Unfortunately, since the coefficients in Eq. (9) do not necessarily sum to 
1, both &+ ,,JF/$,F+ ,,JF and &+Z,JF/,!?,F+ ,,JF must be stored.) Equation (10) 
requires no additional storage but does require nine multiplies. By using Eq. (9) and 
its vertical analogue, Eq. (10) can be rewritten in terms of coefficients of VfPqJF, 

V~f~+Z.JF+Z~ VkJF+Z, and Vk-+2,JF; this reduces the computation of Eq. (10) to four 
multiplies but requires four storage locations per coarse grid point. Hence inter- 
polation as currently implemented in BOXMG requires a total of 8(4 + & + ...) = ! 
locations per fine grid point. 

One can also ask whether there is any disadvantage in execution time with the 
black box method. The worst case is that in which the operator on the finest grid is a 
live point operator; to be fair, let us assume that it is not the live point Laplacian, in 
order that advantage cannot be taken of the very simple form of the coefficients in the 
five point Laplacian. To be unfair to the black box method let us assume that It-’ is 
injection in the classic multigrid method. Experimentally, for easy equations, 
BOXMG achieves a reduction of the error by a factor of 0.1 [0.05 ] per multigrid 
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cycle for IU = ID = 1 and IM = 2 [ID = 2, IU = 1, IM = 31. This is. in contrast to 

figures of 0.25 and 0.125 for classic multigrid. If the total work for classic multigrid 
and black box multigrid is computed, including the work for Ii-, and Zt-’ and if the 
comparison is expressed in terms of the convergence factor (convergence 
factor = reduction of error/work unit, where 1 work unit = 8 floating point 
operations, the amount of work for one Gauss-Seidel sweep on the finest grid), then 
the comparison is as in Table I. Thus there is no penalty in convergence factor for the 
black box method. There is a penalty, however, for the black box method in that the 
computation of It-, and Lk-’ is not without cost; this is startup calculation time that 
does not have to be expended in the classic multigrid method. As soon as one 
considers the convergence factor for classic multigrid if nine point residual weighting 
is necessary (as it will be for all but the simplest problems), then the degradation of 
convergence factor makes it obvious that the black box method can pay for its 
overhead. Moreover, the black box method will work problems that classic multigrid 
cannot handle. If, however, one is solving just to trucation error, then the classic 
multigrid method is probably more efficient for problems with smooth coefftcients. 
The extra expense of cubic interpolation the first time a grid is visited in the classic 
multigrid method is probably more than offset by the expense of computing Lk, 
k < M, in the black box method. 

A relatively unimportant issue of implementation is whether I:-’ = (.Zi-i)* is 
necessary. In [2], a heuristic argument was made for this choice, but experiments 
seemed to indicate that the use of a fixed nine point weighting for Ii-’ did not lead to 
any significant degradation of convergence factor, as long as Zt- i = Ji-, and Eq. (7) 
is used to define L k- I . (In some poblems, the fixed weighting even gave slightly better 
convergence.) A nine point fixed weighting for I:-’ = (.Z:- ,)* is automatically 
correct at the boundary. Hence, since Ji- i is stored, it is easier to use (J:- J* for 
zk-1 

k * 

The multigrid algorithm described in Section I begins on the finest grid GM. In the 
full multigrid algorithm described by Brandt [ 1, Sect. 6.31, one begins on the coarsest 
grid G’ instead and uses the coarser grids to generate a good initial guess. For three 
grids, for example, the pattern of grid transfer is G’ + G* + G’ + G* -+ G3 + G* -+ 
G’ + G* + G3. In Brandt’s scheme, when a grid is visited for the first time, cubic 
interpolation is used instead of bilinear interpolation, and when the finest frid (G3 in 
the example above) is visited for the second time, one has the solution to truncation 

TABLE I 

Convergence Convergence 
factor, factor, 
classic black box 

Convergence factor, 
classic with 

residual weighting 

IU=ID=l,IM=2 0.66 0.66 0.75 
IU=2,ID= l,IM=3 0.64 0.66 0.74 
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error. Indeed, for equations with smooth coefficients, not only are the pointwise 
values h2 accurate, but the centered difference quotients approximate the first and 
second derivatives to h2 accuracy. 

In BOXMG, we have not implemented cubic interpolation nor the generalization of 
it ([2, Eq. (5.12)]) f or equations with discontinuous coefficients; the reason is that 
numerical experiments indicated no advantage for either versus JiP, in equations 
with discontinuous coefficients. This issue is discussed further in Section IV. 

One final issue, discovered by Brandt, is that of the use of the right-hand side in 
interpolation. Generally, the use of the right-hand side provides an 0(/z’) correction 
to interpolation and is not worthwhile. In black box multigrid, however, the right- 
hand side at the boundary can contain boundary data, and in such cases, not using 
the right-hand side can lead to O(1) interpolation errors at the boundary, and conse- 
quently destroy all hope of solving to truncation error in one or two cycles. Thus, to 
the right-hand side of Eq. (9) we add rfF+ ,,,,./.!?fF+ ,,JF, and to the right-hand side of 

Eq. (Wwe addr:;+,,~,+,lS:,+,,~,+,, where rk is the residual; when a grid is visited 
for the first time rk = Fk (if a zero initial guess is used). 

III. THE PARAMETERS OF BOXMG 

In this section, we discuss the parameters the user must specify to use BOXMG. 
These are actually discussed in the comments of BOXMG following the reading of 
the parameters, but we provide a little more detail here. We hope this description and 
the examples of Section IV will make the use of BOXMG clear. We had originally 
intended to rewrite BOXMG in perfect, portable Fortran. Ignoring for the moment 
whether such a beast exists, we discovered that we were phychologically incapable of 
the quest. Nevertheless, we still hope that BOXMG will prove useful and that its 
coding is clear enough to be changed by others for their devious ends. 

The grid in BOXMG is always logically rectangular. The parameters NXM and 
NYM specify the number of unknowns in the x and y coordinates respectively. HXM 
and HYM specify the x and y spacing respectively on the finest grid; these 
parameters are only used in computing the discrete L2 norm of the residual, since the 
user specifies the equations on the finest grid. Indeed, since the equations on the finest 
grid can be written on a Lagrangian grid, HXM and HYM may have little meaning 
in some cases. 

The tolerance is denoted TOL. In one mode of BOXMG, iteration is continued 
until the discrete L* error of the residual is less than TOL or until the accumulated 
number of multigrid cycles NCYC is equal to IISTRT]. (BOXMG assumes the 
equations to be in undivided form for this purpose; if they are not, the user must 
make the appropriate adjustment in TOL.) 

We denote by IFD an indicator for the scheme on the tinest grid. If IFD = 1, a five 
point scheme is assumed; otherwise, a nine point scheme is assumed. We have 
already discussed IU, ID, and IM in Section I. The recommended choices are 
IU = ID = 1 and IM = 2 or IU = 1, ID = 2, and IM = 3. For problems with smooth 
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coefficients, the latter choice is slightly better; for problems with rough coefficients 
the first choice is better. If ISTRT < 0, BOXMG will begin iterating on the finest 
grid. If ISTRT > 0, BOXMG will begin on the coarsest grid and will bootstrap itself 
up to the finest grid, as discussed in Section II, and then continue cycling. (The first 
full multigrid cycle in this case, where the finest grid is visited twice, is just counted 
as one cycle in the computation of NCYC.) 

IRELAX is an indicator for the type of relaxation. IRELAX = 1 means point 
relaxation. IRELAX = 2 means line relaxation by lines in x. IRELAX = 3 means 
line relaxation by lines in y. IRELAX = 4 means line relaxation by lines in x 
followed by line relaxation by lines in y. These options are included for flexibility. 
For equations like EU,, + u,, =A e < 1, (or for Au =f, where Ax % Ay on the finest 
grid) line relaxation by lines in y is needed for a good smoothing rate [2 ]. For 
u,, + snyy =f, line relaxation by lines in x is needed for a good smoothing rate. In 
some cases, both are needed. 

ITAU is an indicator for computing and printing an estimate of the truncation 
error. If ITAU = 0, then the discrete L* norm of 

where Zz- ’ is injection, is computed and printed. If ITAU # 0, then Eq. (11) is not 
computed and printed. A discussion of this feature is given in Section IV. 

ICOEF determines when (Jt-,)* LkJk,-, wiil be computed. If ICOEF = 0, then 
when M, the number of grids is computed, ICOEF will be set equal to M, and 
(JE- ,)* LkJ:-, will be computed for k < M. If ICOEF = 1, then Lk must be specified 
for every grid, Gk, 1 < k < M since (J:- ,)* LkJ:-, will not be computed for any 
grid. This feature allows the user to run something like classic multigrid except that 

Ji-1 will still be computed by the code and may or may not be bilinear interpolation; 
hence, the use of this option (ICOEF = 1) may lead to divergence if discontinuities of 
order of magnitude exist in the coefficients. 

IVW, MCYCL, ALPHL, and ALPHM are cycling parameters. The type of cycle 
to be performed is determined by IVW. If IVW = 1, the usual V-cycle will be 
performed. If IVW = 2, W-cycles will be performed. Larger values of IVW give more 
exotic patterns. If ISTRT > 0, grid Gk, k ( M will be visited MCYCL times before 
grid Gkt ’ is visited unless ]Iskll, the discrete L* norm of Ji-‘f” - Lk-‘Z:-‘Uk is less 
than ALPHL (ALPHM if k = M) times /Irk /I, the discrete L* norm of the residual on 
Gk. Likewise, grid GM will be visited IISTRTI times (ISTRT + 1 times if ISTRT > 0) 
unless ]I?‘II is less than ALPHM (I ?\I. The usual value of MCYCL is 1. The 
theoretical value of ALPHM to achieve truncation error is 2-**+‘, where d is the 
space dimension (d = 2 in this paper). This value assumes the equations are in 
undivided form and that the Gk residuals are computed dynamically (and thus 
roughly twice the size of the static Gk residuals). The theoretical value for 
ALPHL-under the same assumptions-is 2 - dpp+‘(2d - 1)-l, where p is the order 
of approximation; this value is derived as in 19, Sect. 5.21 and gives the point at 
which work on grid G k+l becomes as efficient as additional work on grid Gk. (For 
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the examples in this paper, the value of ALPHL is immaterial, since we always take 
MCYCL = 1.) Finally, if one is solving in the mode where the discrete L2 norm of 
the residual is to be reduced to less than TOL, then ALPHM = 0 should be used. The 
flexibility provided by IVW, MCYCL, ALPHL, and ALPHM is awesome. 

Aside from specifying these parameters, the user must provide the subroutine 
PUTF, which specifies the difference equations on the finest grid. (As remarked 
above, certain values of ICOEF would require PUTF to make sense for coarser grids 
as well.) An example of a PUTF is given in the listing of BOXMG in 171. PUTF has 
one argument K, the number of the grid, and a call to KEY in it, 
CALL KEY(K, JST, 11, JJ, HX, HY), which fetches the storage for the arrays. For 
IFD = 1, the user must specify the arrays FR, FA, SO, and QF. For IFD # 1, he 
must specify FSW and FNW as well. The logical grid is assumed to be (I, J); 
I = l,..., II; J= I,..., JJ. The sets {(l, J): J= l,..., JJ}, {(II, J): J= l,..., JJ}, 
{(I, 1): I= l,..., II}, and { (1, JJ): I = l,..., II} are fictitious points, assumed for ease of 
programming. For IFD = 1, the template 

-FA(JP + I) 
-FR(JO + 1) SO(J0 + 1) -FR(JO + I + 1) , 

-FA(JO + I) I 

is assumed at gridpoint (I, J) of grid k, where JO = JST(J) and JP = JST(J + 1). For 
IFD # 1, the template 

[ 

-FNW(JP + I) -FA(JP + I) -FNW(JP + I + 1) 
-FR(JO + I) SO(J0 + I) -FR(JO + I + 1) 
-FSW(JO + I) -FA(JO t I) -FNW(JO t It 1) 1 

is assumed. In both cases, QF(J0 t I) should be the right hand side, 
I = 2 ,..., I1 = II - 1; J = 2 ,..., Jl = JJ - 1 in PUTF. The boundary conditions should 
be incorporated into the operator, so that all coefficients referring to fictitious points 
should be zero. For example, FR(J0 t 2), FSW(J0 t 2), and FNW(JP t 2) should 
all be zero, J= l,..., JJ. 

The program BOXMG automatically determines the number of grids M from the 
input parameters NXM and NYM. It does this by bisecting the given logical grid 
until it arrives at a grid which cannot be practically bisected any further, i.e., when 
the number of x or y unknowns is three or four. (For NXM 9 NYM or 
NXM < NYM, this may lead to the situation of its being profitable to bisect the 
coarsest grid only in the x or y direction, but this feature is not provided in 
BOXMG.) Once the number of levels is determined, BOXMG computes how much 
storage must be allowed for the various arrays. If insufficient storage has been 
declared, a message is printed and the code terminates. Further details on storage are 
given in the documentation in BOXMG. 
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IV. EXAMPLES 

All examples in this section assume the difference equations to be in undivided 
form; thus the ryj-’ of (11) has a factor of h* multiplying it which is not present in 
the usual divided form of this quantity. 

The first example is for Eq. (5) for D = (0,24) x (0,24). The boundary conditions 
are 

au 
- = -u/2D, av on y= 24 or x= 24, 

= 0, otherwise, 

and D is given by 

D(x, Y) = 
! 

1, if (~,y)E{[0,12)~[0,12)}U{(12,24]~(12,24]) 
1ooo 

3 otherwise. 

We take cr = l/30, and f = 0 when D = 1 and f = 1 when D = 1000. The results are 

TABLE I1 

Number of 
unknowns 

Reduction in discrete 
CPU time in max 1 ry,: ’ L* norm of residual 
seconds on i.i in last cycle and 
CDC 7600 and estimates of r number of cycles 

13 x 13 
ALPHM = 0.125 

25 x 25 

ALPHM = 0.125 

49 x 49 

ALPHM = 0.125 

13 x 13 

TOL= lo-” 

25 x 25 
TOL= 10-O 

49 x 49 

TOL = 10m6 

49 x 49 
TOL = 10m6, 
IVW=2 

48 x 48 

ALPHM = 0.125 

0.017 2.06 

0.052 6.00,-l;r= 1.61 

0.170 1.84,-l;r= I.171 

0.036 2.06 

0.126 6.00,-l;r= 1.61 

0.430 1.84, -1; r = 171 

0.554 

0.156 

1.84, -1 

2.74, -I 

0.09; NCYC = 2 

0.09; NCYC = 2 

0.07; NCYC = 2 

0.13; NCYC = 7 

0.34; NCYC = 9 

0.46; NCYC = 13 

0.23; NCYC = 8 

0.07; NCYC = 2 
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summarized in Table II. In this table, 1.64, -1, for example, is used for 1.64 X 10 - ‘. 
Also ryj-’ is the quantity in (11); the number r is the exponent in the asymptotic 
expansion of the r’s; it is computed by the formula 

log(r2~/r~)/log 2. 

The first three rows show the results of running with ALPHM = 0.125; the next four 
rows continue from there until the discrete Lz norm of the error is less than 10-h. In 
the last row, HXM and HYM are still 0.5, so that the region is really 
(O., 23.) x (O., 23.); this example illustrates the situation in Fig. 3 for the transition 
from Gk to Gk-‘, k = 5, 4, 3, 2. Since (O., 23.) x (O., 23.) is a small perturbation of 
(O., 24.) x (O., 24.) one would expect comparable results for the two cases. As an 
example of parameters, for the last row NXM = NYM = 48, HXM = HYM = 0.5, 
TOL = whatever, IFD = 1, IU = 1, ID = 1, IM = 2, ISTRT = 20, IRELAX = 1, 
ITAU = 0, ICOEF = 0, IVW = 1, MCYCL = 1, ALPHL = l/24, ALPHM = 0.125. 

The second example is the same as the first, except that cell-centered differencing is 
employed. For the runs made, the interface comes midway between cell centers. In 
one dimension, if an interface is located at ih and D(x) = D, if x > ih and 
D(x) = D- if x < ih, then the difference equation at (i - l/2) h is 

1 

j 

1 
-D-U-i-,/, + Dm + 1/2(Dy1 +DII) ‘i-1/2- 1/2(DT1 +DI1) ‘i+l/2’ 

a similar formula holds in two dimensions. The results are summarized in Table III. 
Sample parameters for this problem are those in the last row, where 
NXM=NYM=48, HXM=HYM=0.5, TOL= 10-6, IFD= 1, IU= 1, ID= 1, 
IM = 2, ISTRT = 50, IRELAX = 1, ITAU = 0, ICOEF = 0, IVW = 1, MCYCL = 1, 
ALPHL = l/24, ALPHM = 0. Maxi,j 1 ryj- ’ 1 is assumed next to (24., 12.), near the 
interface and right boundary. Away from the interfaces, the ryj-“s are well behaved. 
Let us examine the answers at (24., 12.) and compare them with those obtained from 
the vertex-centered scheme. By using the approximation to the boundary condition 
for a horizontal averaging and conservation of flux for vertical averaging, we can 
get approximations to the solution at (24., 12.) for the cell-centered scheme; call 
them Ui,, zZt,, zif, (for finest grid 12 x 12, 24 x 24, and 48 x 48, respective- 
ly, and tolerance 10m6). Let uzc, u&, uzc be the answers from the vertex-centered 
scheme at (24., 12.) (for finest grid 13 x 13, 25 X 25, and 49 X 49, respectively, and 
tolerance 10e6). Compute U,“, = 4/3zZ:, - 1/3ti& and u,“, = 4/3u& - 1/3u,4,. 
(RE E Richardson extrapolation.) Then r?& - Up,” = 0.801, Ut, - up,’ = 0.226, 
and zi:, - u,“, = 0.0506; and uic - u,“c = 0.766, uz, - uv”,” = 0.224, and 
u:, - u,“,” = 0.056. Thus the assumption of asymptotic error of Ch2 at (24., 12.) for 
both schemes is justified, and-at least for this example-there is no reason from 
considerations of accuracy to prefer the vertex-centered scheme to the cell-centered 
scheme. (We have also checked points away from the interfaces and boundaries, and 
the same conclusion-less interesting in these cases-is valid.) 
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TABLE III 

Number of 
unknowns 

CPU time in ryx / r,yj- ’ 1 
Seconds on “’ 
CDC 7600 and estimate of r 

Reduction in discrete 
L * norm of residual 

in last cycle and 
number of cycles 

12x 12 
ALPHM = 0.125 

0.014 4.82 0.13; NCYC = 2 

24 x 24 
ALPHM 0.125 0.045 3.73;r= 0.37 0.10; NCYC = 2 = 

48x48 
ALPHM 0.125 0.116 2.30; r= 0.70 0.08; NCYC = 1 = 

12 x 12 
TOL = 1O-6 

0.038 4.87 0.14; NCYC = 9 

24 x 24 
TOL 1O-6 0.103 3.75;r= 0.38 0.12;NCYC = 8 = 

48 x48 
TOL 1O-6 0.354 2.26;r= 0.73 0.10; NCYC = 8 = 

The third example is 

-AU=F on R= (0, 1) x (0, l), 

u=o on an, 

where F is chosen so the solution is U(x, y) = 3exeYxy(l -x)(1 - y). The only way 
one can handle such a Dirichlet problem with BOXMG is to incorporate the 
boundary data into the right-hand side of the finest grid. Thus the difference operator 
along the x = 0 boundary away from the corners is 

i.e., the boundary is not treated as part of the grid at all. To have the boundary 
treated as part of the grid in this case would have required numerous special cases in 
BOXMG; hence, we decided not to implement this option. 

The results are summarized in Table IV. In this table, 

DoUi,j = (u~+~,~ - ui_i,j)/2h. 

In this example, two cycles appear to be sufficient to solve nearly to truncation error 
in both the function values and their derivatives, even though cubic interpolation is 
not employed. An example of parameters for this problem is for the fourth row, 
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where NXM = NYM = 9, HXM = HYM = 0.1, TOL = 10p6, IFD = 1, IU = 1, 
ID= 1, IM=2, ISTRT= 50, IRELAX= 1, ITAU=O, ICOEF=O, IVW = 1, 
MCYCL = 1, ALPHL = l/24, ALPHM = 0. 

The fourth example is 

-AU=F on R = circle of diameter 1. centered at (O., O.), 

U(x, y) = g(x, y) = 3e”e-Yxy( 1 - x)( 1 - y) if (.x, y) E f3Q, 
(12) 

where F is chosen so that the solution is V(x, y) = 3e”eeYxy( 1 - x)( 1 - y). This 
example illustrates the technique of embedding. We embed R in 0’ = (-0.5, 0.5) x 
(-0.5,0.5). At points in Q’\fi, we write down the equation u = 0.; at points in is not in fi, and let the distance from UC to 8R be 6%. Approximating 

-h*U,, 
by (-U;?“_iJ + 2Uyj - UziJ) and using the relation g((i f 0) h, h) E 
(1 - 0) iJ:j + OUy+i,j t0 solve for U~+ij g ives the following difference equation at 
(ih, jh): 

-UF-.~ + (3 + (l/o)) uyj - uyj-, - u;+ , = h*F(ih, jh) t (l/e) g((i t 6) h,jh); (13) 

note that there is no coupling between (ih, jh) and ((i + 1) h,jh). The results are 
summarized in Table V. 

The fifth example is the same as the fourth, except that in this case we use mapping 
to solve it. That is, we map the boundary of Q onto the boundary of 
a” = (0, 1) x (0, l), giving x and y as a function of r and rl on afi” and solving 
approximately the problem 

Ax=O, (6, r) E Q”, x = -42 rl), (tl, r> E 8Q”, 
(14) 

Ay = 0, (t-3 rl) E Q”, Y = YG rl), (6 rl) E xl”. 

We do this by discretizing R”, approximating Eq. (14) by five point Laplacians and 
specifying 

x(ih, 1) = 4 cos((3n/4) - ih(n/2)), y(ih, 1) = f sin((3n/4) - ih(n/2)), 

x(ih, 0) = f cos((572/4) + ih(n/2)), y(ih, 0) = i sin((5rr/4) t ih(r/2)), 

x(0, ih) = 4 cos((5~/4) - ih(z/2)), ~(0, ih) = 4 sin((5n/4) - ih(z/2)), 

x( 1, ih) = f cos((-7r/4) + ih(lr/2)), ~(1, ih) = f sin((-n/4) t ih(n/2)). 

Ideally, Eq. (14) should be solved by multigrid, but for simplicity in this example, we 
used SOR. Equation (13) transforms to the following in the < - q coordinate system: 

(G, y.j - ‘TX,& + (G, xl - G, Y&., = FJ, (6 r) E Q”, 

a, rt) = &G r), (<, q) E aa”, 
(15) 
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TABLE 

Number of 
unknowns 

CPU time in max 1 uij - Uij] Maximum derivative Discrete L * 
seconds on id error and norm of error 
CDC 7600 and experimental q estimate of q and estimate ofp 

10x 10 
ALPHM = 0.125 

0.012 1.66, -2 3.35,-l 4.0-3 

20 x 20 ALPHM 0.037 7.35, -3;~ = 1.17 3.95, -1; q = -0.24 1.76, -3;~ = 1.33 = 0.125 

40x 40 ALPHM 0.125 0.140 4.89, -3;p= 0.58 4.19, -1; q = -0.09 8.89,-4;p=0.99 = 

10 x 10 
TOL = 1O-6 

0.025 1.66,-2 3.35, -1 4.45,-3 

20x 20 TOL = 1O-6 

40x40 

TOL = 10m6 

0.078 7.40,-3;p= 1.17 3.96,-l; q= -0.24 1.77,~3;p = 1.33 

0.327 4&j,-3;~ ~0.61 4.22,-l; q=-0.09 8.95,-4;p = 0.98 

where G, = ( l/J)(ub y, - U, yr), G, = (l/J)(u,x, - urx,), and J = x5 y, - x, y,. 
Equation (15) is differenced in cell-centered form, and IRELAX = 1 was used. The 
results are summarized in Table VI. 

Since J is singular at the corners of a”, it is not surprising that the error in the 
approximation to the x derivative (the finite difference version of (l/J)( ytl uI - y, u,)) 
grows larger as the mesh is refined. For the fixed point (0.1, O.l)-the interior point 
nearest (0,O) on the 10 x 10 < - q grid-this error decreases; nevertheless the 
maximum error in the approximation to the x derivative grows and is always 
assumed at a point nearest one of the corners of 0”. 

FIG. 4. Mesh, used in a Rayleigh-Taylor calculation (31, which presents a challenge to the black 
box approach. 
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VI 

discrete L2 norm 
of x derivative 

error and 
estimate of q 

x derivative x derivative error 
at (0.1,O.l) and at (0.5,0.5) and 

estimate of q estimate of q 

Reduction in discrete 
max I$-’ / L2 norm of residual 

i.i in last cycle and 
and estimate of r number of cycles 

4.63, -2 3.34, -1 1.97, -2 2.52, -1 0.04, NCYC = 2 

3.85, -2; q = 0.26 1.86, -1; q = 0.04 5.48, -3; q = 1.85 4.47, -1; r = -0.83 0.04, NCYC = 2 

2.75,-2; q=O.48 9.22,-2;q = 1.01 1.53,-3;q= 1.84 8.03,-l;r=-0.85 0.05, NCYC = 2 

4.63, -2 3.35, -1 1.93, -2 2.52, -1 0.07, NCYC = 5 

3.85, -2; q = 0.26 1.86, -1; q = 0.84 5.58, -3; q = 1.80 4.46, -1; r = -0.82 0.10, NCYC = 7 

2.75,-2; q = 0.49 9.33,-2;q = 1.00 1.56, -3; q = 1.84 8.03, -1; r = -0.85 0.13, NCYC = 9 

The sixth example uses the mesh in Fig. 4, which was the mesh used in a 
Rayleigh-Taylor calculation in [3]. We include it since it is rather distorted (in fact, 
as commented in [3], a bowtie forms on the next time step) and represents a 
challenge to the black box approach. We use the same differencing as employed for 
Eq. (15). For this example, it is not clear what continuous system is being approx- 
imated. If, however, we use Dirichlet data identically equal to 1 and F = 0, then the 
solution to the difference equations is identically 1. The results are summarized in 
Table VII. 

V. CAVEATS AND EXTENSIONS 

The examples of Section IV all exhibit good behavior. We begin this section with 
three examples which do not. The first is 

-Au-EU=F on 0 = (0.1) X (0.1) 

Bu 0 av’ on 80. 

One can solve this problem with BOXMG until E becomes too large; E is too large 
when relaxation sweeps on grid G* magnify, instead of reduce the error. The remedy 
would be to change BOXMG to allow the coarsest grid G’ to be finer; with this 
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remedy, BOXMG could be extended to handle some nondefinite symmetric problems. 
See the discussion in [ 1, Sect. 4.11. 

Another example of poor behavior is for a difference operator with a template like 

(16) 

where E < 1. None of the relaxation options in BOXMG provides good smoothing on 
the finest grid for such an operator. The remedy is to write a block relaxation routine 
which relaxes the strongly coupled one dimensional sets as blocks; in this case they 
are the southwest to northeast diagonals. Such a template as Eq. (16) can arise in 
physically meaningful problems; see 181, for example. (In [S], however, situations like 
Eq. (16) would arise so infrequently as not to be worth the effort of special 
treatment.) 

A final example of poor behavior is when the difference operator on the finest grid 
is close to the skewed Laplacian (or any operator with strong connections like the 
skewed Laplacian), 

where E < 1. This situation was discussed in [3]. The BOXMG program can be easily 
modified to handle this situation using the ideas in [IO]. 

Several extensions of BOXMG are possible and are under investigation. Two, 
fairly straightforward, are to symmetric systems and three-dimensional problems. The 
third, more difficult, is to nonsymmetric equations. The fourth is to handle equations 
on arbitrary regions without resorting to embedding. The fifth is local mesh 
refinement-both fixed and adaptive. For all except the first two extensions, it is not 
clear at this time how much of the black box philosophy can be retained, and in the 
third and fourth extensions, it is not clear if there is a uniform strategy for both serial 
and vector machines. 

VI. CODE LISTING 

A listing of BOXMG is contained in [7], which may be obtained by requesting it 
from: J. E. Dendy, Jr., T-7, MS-610, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, 
NM 87545. 
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